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All bourbons are whiskey, all scotch is whisky, but all whiskey is not scotch or bourbon. The 
main difference between the three is geography. Whiskey can be made anywhere in the world, 
but scotch is only made in Scotland and bourbon is only made in America. Scotch is made 

mostly from malted barley, while bourbon is typically distilled from corn. Whiskey itself  can 
be distilled from barley, corn, rye, wheat or a combination of  any. Corn usually offers a 

sweeter taste, barley can provide a bread-like or nutty flavor, rye often has a bold spicy flavor 
and wheat typically produces a softer taste of  caramel and vanilla. Different whiskey flavors 

are determined by the location, the recipe, the barrels and the aging process.

WHISKEY BAR & KITCHEN
Snakepit Alehouse Drink Menu

Est. 1991



! SCOTCH !
“I love a scotch old enough to order its own 

scotch” 
―How I Met Your Mother
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Chivas 12 yr... a blend of  different malt 
and grain Scotch whiskies !

Dewars White Label... blended scotch 
whiskey is rich, golden and mellow !

The Balvenie Doublewood 17yr... 
oak, with vanilla, clove, cinnamon, and a 

hint of  dry licorice !
The Balvenie Portwood 21yr... silky-
smooth and full-bodied with potent fruit 

and smoke notes !
Glenlivet 12yr… smooth with a mild 

smokey finish !
Glenmorangie 10yr…notes of  citrus 

and vanilla with a burst of  flowery 
fruitiness !

Glennfiddich 12yr… distinctive fresh 
pear, creamy with subtle oak flavours and 

a long smooth and mellow finish !
Johnnie Walker Red Label... fruity 
sweetness of  fresh apple and pear with 

hints of  cinnamon and pepper !

Johnnie Walker Black Label 12yr... rich 
dried fruits with hints of  smooth creamy 

toffee and smoky finish !
Johnnie Walker Blue Label 25yr... 

complex, powerful, incredibly smooth and 
smoky finish !

Lagavulin 16yr…rich and robust with a 
smokey peat finish !

Laphroaig 10yr… suprising sweetness with 
hints of  salt and layers of  peatiness  !

Macallan 12yr…matured in sherry cast, 
rich flavor !

Nikka Taketsuru 17yr... bonfire palate 
with sweet edges of  leather and oak !

Oban 14yr…rich, full-blooded fruity malt 
with a whiff  of  heather and smoke !

Talisker 10yr…made from maritime malt, 
easy finish  !

Talisker 18yr…notes of  spicy, peppery 
oak, espresso beans and wood smoke
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WHISKEY & BOURBON 
* Some whiskeys are seasonal and are not always available

Angels Envy…finished in port wine 
barrels, very smooth sweet finish !
Bardstown ... prominent cereal 
grain notes with subtle earth and 

grass notes !
Balcones Blue ... the only blue corn 

whisky in the world, made from atole, a 
roasted blue corn meal, with a round 

nuttiness and roasty overtones 

!
Basil Hayden…uses more rye than 

most bourbons, spicy finish !
Belle Meade ... caramel and 

vanilla with bold rye spice and hints 
of  apricot !

Blantons…rich bouquet with a 
bold flavor 

Bookers…uncut and bottled from oak 
barrels, smooth finish !

Buffalo Trace rich complex taste of  
vanilla, toffee & candied fruit !

Bulleit Rye…straight rye, spicy finish !
Bulleit…smooth, mild flavors !

Bushmills…tripled distilled, with a 
warm and mellow flavor !

Crown Royal ... smooth Canadian 
whiskey with a blend of  fifty distinct, full-
bodied whiskies aged in white oak barrels !

Eagle Rare…10yr, sweet, oaky nose, 
full body !

Elijah Craig 12yr... bold yet smooth, 
flavors of  honey, vanilla, and molasses 

are balanced by a dry oakiness !
Evan Williams Black 

Label  ... medium amber 
bourbon with deep vanilla and 
mint on the nose with notes of  
oak, brown sugar and caramel

“There is no bad 
whiskey. There are only 

some whiskeys that aren't 
as good as others.”  
― Raymond Chandler

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1377.Raymond_Chandler
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/1377.Raymond_Chandler
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Evan Williams White Label  ... bright 
gold with more kick than the Black Label, 
caramel and vanilla on the nose with citrus 

and black pepper on the taste !
Fireball… cinnamon flavored bourbon  !
Four Roses Single Barrel... sweet, 
rich and potent with very appealing 
menthol notes, precious woods and 

delicious spices !
Four Roses Small Batch... sweet and 

spicy, with a generous dash of  vanilla !
Four Roses… balanced spice and 

sweetness, sooth finish !
Gentlemen Jack…twice mellowed 
Tennessee whiskey with a sweet finish !

High West American Prairie 
Reserve… mild blend of  bourbons !

High West Campfire…blend of  scotch, 
bourbon& rye, smokey finish !

High West Double Rye… carmel 
sweetness, bold finish !

High West Rendezvous… cinnamon, 
vanilla flavors, spicy flavor !

High West Silver Whiskey OMG Pure 
Rye with citrus & rosemary !

High West Son of  Bourrye…whiskey & 
rye blend, spicy with a smooth finish !

“Whiskey, like a 
beatiful woman, 

demands appreciation. 
You gaze first, then it’s 

time to drink” 
— Haruki Murakami 

!
James E. Pepper 1776 Bourbon ...100 
proof, rich bourbon sweetness & rye spice; 

vanilla, honey, chocolate & cloves !
James E. Pepper 1776 Rye ...100 proof, 

vibrant & full bodied; notes of  spice, 
chocolate, cloves & honey !

James Oliver ... 100 proof  with a base of  
at least 50% rye grain implying a dry, 

spicy, and robust flavor !
Jameson 18yr ... wonderfully 

mellow and smooth, a mouthful of  
complex flavor - fudge, toffee, spice, 

hints of  wood and leather, vanilla and 
a gentle sherry nuttiness
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Jameson…Irish whiskey 
distilled from malted & unmalted 
barley, perfect balance of  spicy, 

nutty and vanilla notes with hints 
of  sweet sherry and exceptional 

smoothness !
Jim Beam ... the best-selling 
brand of  Kentucky straight 

bourbon in the world !
Johnny Drum... terrific rich, 
mellow old-school sour mash 

bourbon produced in very 
limited quantities  !

Kentucky Vintage ... medium-
bodied and reminiscent of  clove, 

citrus, smoke, and dried herbs 
with a buttery, smooth texture !

Knob Creek… 9 yr,100 proof, 
rich, bold finish !

Leopold Bros American 
Small Batch ... prominently 
sweet flavors of  baking spice 

and molasses with an extremely 
nice, smooth finish !

Lexington…mild, rich flavor 
with deep aromas of  aged oak 

with mild hints of  vanilla 

Lock Stock & Barrell 13yr ... 
complex notes of  sweet vanilla,milk 

chocolate, roasted coffee and honeyed 
oak, which are nicely balanced with a 
subtle spicy undertone, and a sweet, 

elegant finish !
Henry McKenna 10 yr ... the only 
extra aged Bottled-in-Bond Single 
Barrel Bourbon with a deep, satin-

smooth oak and burnt sugar 
backdrop with lots of  vanilla !

Makers Mark ... a soft, sweet 
whiskey with notes of  creme 

brûlée , caramel, vanilla, burnt 
sugar and molasses !

Mello Corn ... not overly sweet, 
mildly spiced with great vanilla and 

banana fruitiness !
Michters Single Barrel 

Straight Rye ... the original 
product that Michter’s produced in 

1753, hints of  light spice, black 
pepper, marmalade, plum, spicy 

grain and light caramel !
Michters Unblended 

American Small Batch  ... mild 
caramel, oak, corn, and vanilla 

with a rye-like bite
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Michters Sour Mash…The flavor is 
aggressive and immediate, adding barrel 

spices and only a little corn sweetness, but 
it's quite thin-bodied !

Noahs Mill ... outstanding and 
difficult-to-find small batch spirit, 

surprisingly elegant at 114.3 proof, rye 
on the front end with a nice creaminess 

and subtlety at the end !
Old Bardstown ... hay, grass and soft 

maple notes with a dry spicy finish !
Old Pogue ... sweet corn, caramel 

and grain appear on the palate, 
finishing boldly !

Parker Heritage ... a simple and 
supremely balanced bourbon with hints of  

hard caramel candy, spices, and dried 
golden fruits !

Pure Kentucky ... spicy rye and rich 
leather notes with big vanilla flavor followed 

by woods and a little saltiness !
Powers… an Irish blend of  pot still barley 

with a smooth and easy finish !
Redbreast 12 yr ...pot still Irish whiskey, 
with a warm, generous texture, rich, sweet 

flavors and a spicy kick !

Redemption Rye ... aged less than 4 
years in charred new oak barrels, 92 

proof, dust and earth, coupled with the 
spicy, zesty rye kernel softened by a 

touch of  vanilla oakiness !
Redemption Straight Rye Barrel 

Proof .... similar to the Redemption Rye 
but aged 6 years and 121.3 proof !
Rich ‘n‘ Rare ... Full-flavored and 

peppery with creamy maple syrup, clean 
oak, hints of  rose petals, dark fruit, and 
tangy oranges. Sweet, fruity and spicy !

Rip Van Winkle 10 yr ...wheated profile 
of  honey, vanilla, butterscotch and maple 

that hits perfectly with the 107 proof !
Rittenhouse Rye  ... “bottled in bond” 
the first Colonial American whiskey and 
was the most popular spirit in the US for 

more than a century !
Rowan’s Creek …spicy flavor with classic 

caramel, vanilla and cedar notes !
Russell Reserve... Bold and bracing 
character with a bit of  a sweet streak to 

round things out !
Sazerac Rye…sweet light oak with a 

clean finish
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George Stagg ... lush toffee 
sweetness and dark chocolate 
with hints of  vanilla, fudge, 
nougat and molasses and 
underlying notes of  dates, 

tobacco, dark berries, spearmint 
and a hint of  coffee !

Stagg Jr... rich, sweet, chocolate 
and brown sugar flavors mingled 

in perfect balance with a bold, rye 
spiciness !

E.H. Taylor Small Batch... 
caramel corn sweetness, mingled with 

butterscotch and licorice that turns 
into subtle spices of  pepper and 

tobacco !
Teeling… a deliciously creamy, spicy 

and rich Irish blend, aged in rum 
barrels for added spice !

Templeton Rye... aged in charred 
new oak, smooth, clean finish !

Tullamore Dew...  Irish whisky 
aged in sherry and oak casts, mild 

taste with smooth finish !
Whistle Pig Straight Rye… 10 yr, 

100% rye with a peppery finish 

Wild Turkey Kentucky 101 Straight 
Bourbon ... rich with vanilla and 

caramel, with notes of  honey, brown 
sugar, and a hint of  tobacco  !

Wild Turkey Rare  ... deep, smooth 
bourbon oak character, with hints of  

spice and citrus !
Wild Turkey Kentucky Spirit ... 
complex layering of  almonds, honey, 

blackberries, and leather !
Willett Pot Still Reserve... 
citrus with loads of  honey and 

an herbal finish !
Willett Rye ... classic rye mint 

notes with a fresh, clean, crisp taste 
and sweet finish !

W.L. Weller...silky and smooth 
with a warm spicy finish !

Woodford Reserve…classic 
Kentucky bourbon, rich finish !

Yukon Jack... "The Black Sheep of  
Canadian Liquors", the 100 proof  

whiskey and honey based liquor 
possesses a bold yet unexpectedly 

smooth flavor
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America Bottled in Bond 
Mello Yellow Corn 
Henry McKenna 

Evan Williams White Label 
Evan Williams Black Label 

!
The Rose Garden 

Four Roses Yellow Label 
Four Roses Small Batch 
Four Roses Single Barrel 

Your choice of  12 0z beer 
!

High Western World 
High West Rendezvous Rye 
High West Son of  Bourye 

High West American Prairie Bourbon 
High West Campfire Bourbon 

!
Rye, Rye, Rye 

Michters Single Barrel Straight Rye 
James E. Pepper 1776 Rye 

Redemption Rye 
Templeton Rye  

Emerald Isle 
Bushmills  

Tullamore Dew 
Jameson 18yr 

Red Breast 12yr 
!

Scottland Yard 
Glenfiddich 12yr 
Laphroaig 10yr 
McCallans 12yr 
Glenlivett 12yr 

!
The Top Shelf  

Choose four: 
Johnnie Walker Blue Label 

Talisker 18yr 
Balvenie 21yr 

Nikka 17yr 
George T. Stagg 

Stagg Jr.                                          
Old Rip Van Winkle 
Willett Straight Rye 

Lock, Stock & Barrel

FLIGHTS 
Flights are a great way to sample our large selection of  fine whiskey, bourbon 
and Scotch and decide what type of  whiskey you prefer.  All flights consist of  

one-ounce samplings of  whiskey.  No substitutions, please.
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WHISKEY COCKTAILS 
!

Al Lamponè 
Belle Meade, black raspberry liqueur, Galliano, and Rhubarb 

bitters shaken over ice served up in a martini glass garnished with a 
Luxardo cherry and a squeeze of  lemon !

White Light White Heat 
Jim Beam Ghost silver whiskey, habanero lime syrup, passion fruit 

syrup, fresh lime juice and a dash of  habanero hot sauce served over 
ice topped with soda water !

Bukowski’s Demise 
Belle Meade, lemon juice, simple syrup, cabernet and cranberry 

bitters shaken and served martini style !
A Little Old and a Little Nutty 

A sugar cube is muddled with black walnut bitters, an orange slice and 
Luxardo cherry with Templeton Rye on ice in a rocks glass !

Bloody Brilliant 
Henry McKenna, frambois, blood orange syrup, simple syrup, and rhubarb 

bitters shaken and served over ice in a rocks glass topped with soda water  !
The Germainiac 

Evan Williams White Label, simple syrup, lemon juice, orange curaçao, St. 
Germain and passion fruit bitters garnished with mint and lemon shaken, 

served over ice in a rocks glass and topped with soda water !
Breakfast in Manhattan 

Bird Dog maple whiskey, bacon syrup, orange bitters and sweet vermouth 
served martini style with an orange slice and a bacon slice !

“Too much of  anything is bad, but too 
much good whiskey is barely enough.”  

― Mark Twain
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COCKTAIL CLASSICS !
“The problem with the world is that 

everyone’s a few drinks behind” 
― Humphrey Bogart 

Bellini 
champagne & peach schnapps !

Between the Sheets 
brandy, rum, triple-sec & lemon !

Bloody Mary 
vodka, tomato juice, & secret ingredients !

Boston Side Car 
rum, brandy, triple sec & lime !

The Boulevardier 
bourbon, Campari, and sweet 

vermouth shaken and served up as a 
martini with a cherry !

French 75 
champagne, lemon, gin & sugar !

French Connection 
Hennessy & Amaretto !

Gimlet 
gin & lime juice !

Harvey Wallbanger 
vodka, Galliano & oj !

Lynchburg Lemonade 
Jack Daniels, sweet & sour, triple sec & 7up !

Manhattan 
Bulleit Rye bourbon, bitters & sweet 

vermouth with a cherry. Served on the 
rocks or as a martini !

Mint Julep 
Basil Haydens muddled with mint leaves 

and simple sryup over crushed ice !
Moscow Mule 

vodka, lime juice & ginger beer !
Negroni 

gin, Campari,& sweet vermouth !
Old Fashioned 

Bulleit bourbon muddled with orange, 
cherry & sugar stirred on ice !

Rusty Nail 
scotch & Drambui !

Sazerac 
Sazerac Rye bourbon, sugar cube, bitters, 

absinthe rinse, and rind of  orange !
Side Car 

brandy, lemon juice & Cointreau !
Sloe Gin Fizz 

sloe gin, sugar & lemon juice 
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SNAKETAILS 
!

The Prickly Pear 
Pear cider with Fireball 

cinnamon whiskey and fresh 
pear wedges !

The Hot Rita 
Casadorez reposado tequila 
infused with jalapeños and 
shaken with sour mix for a 
delicious spicy margarita !

Gentleman’s Agreement 
Hendricks gin and ginger ale 
with fresh muddled cucumber 

slices !
Veruca Salt 

Stoli blueberry vodka and blue 
curaçao with a splash of  sprite 

and squeezed lemon !
Summer Sweet Tea 

Traditional or passion fruit 
iced tea with Honey Jack 

Daniels and a lemon !
Coco Loco 

Malibu coconut rum with 
passion fruit syrup, orange and 
cranberry juice garnished with 

lime

SHOTS !
Lemon Drop - vodka, sugar, fresh lemon !

Washington Apple - scotch, apple pucker, cranberry !
Chocolate Cake - vodka, fresh lemon, Frangelico !

Liquid Cocaine - Jägermeister, Rumple Mintz !
Oatmeal Cookie - Goldschläger, Irish cream, 

Jägermeister !
Nuts N' Berries - Chambord, Frangelico, milk !

B 52 - Kahlua, Amaretto, Irish cream !
Caramel Apple - Stoli Vanilla, butter-shnapps, apple 

pucker !
Surfer on Acid - Jägermeister, Malibu, pineapple !

Scooby Snack - Irish cream, melon liqueur, Malibu !
Buffalo Sweat - tequila, oj, tabasco !

Purple Hooter - vodka, Chambord, pineapple !
Gummy Bear - Stoli Raspberry, peach schnapps, 7 up 

and lime juice !
Irish Car Bomb - Guinness, Irish Whiskey, Irish cream !

Jagger Bomb - Red Bull, Jägermeister !
Vegas Bomb - Red Bull, Crown Royal, butter-schnapps 
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TASTING WHISKEY 
Always try a new whiskey neat; this means without adding anything, not even ice! That is 
the way the maker intended for it to taste when it was created. !
The Nose 
How does it smell? First, give the whisky a swirl to release the aromas then carefully bring it to 
your nose. Search your mind for nostalgia! Smells are often linked to memories: grandfather’s 
desk (leather, wood, age, mustiness), Christmas with the family (Christmas cake, dried fruits, 
sultanas, port), a hayloft in summer (dried grass, wood), a barbecue on the beach (salt, smoke, 
seaweed, cricket). Everyone will have their own memories, thus everyone will find their own 
descriptive flights of  fancy. !
The Palate 
As you put whiskey in your mouth you are actually supposed to chew it. How does it taste? Pay 
attention to the feel of  the whiskey in your mouth, or mouthfeel if  you will. Is it soft and rolling 
or hot and immediate? Is it drying or refreshing and lively? You should also pick up any 
sweetness, or lack of, in the whiskey, as well as those other basic flavors courtesy of  the tongue. 
Your palate will also tell you how the whiskey is structured. Is there a definite beginning, middle 
and end to this story? When are different tastes introduced? And does it have a satisfying 
conclusion? !
The Finish 
After swallowing the whiskey, what are you left with? This, unsurprisingly, is the finish. Is it short, 
medium or long? Dry or smooth? Are there new flavors to be found now things have quietened 
down a bit? !
Water 
And now, it’s time to do it all again, but this time, add some water! Whether you normally take 
your whiskey with water is of  course down to personal taste, but when tasting whiskey, adding a 
drop or two of  H2O is simply a way of  gleaning more information. Water opens up a whiskey, 
revealing the intricate workings of  it’s flavor, helping you identify the constituent parts more 
easily. !
Enjoy! 
Every person has a different palate, therefore trying whiskey with friends is a great way to see 
how different people interpret different whiskies for themselves. Get your friends round, try some 
of  our whiskey flights or specialty whiskies and compare your impressions with friends.


